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Abstract
Commonsense reasoning is a critical aspect
of human communication. Despite recent ad-
vances in conversational AI driven by large
language models, commonsense reasoning re-
mains a challenging task. In this work, we in-
troduce SYNDICOM - a method for improving
commonsense in dialogue response generation.
SYNDICOM consists of two components. The
first component is a dataset composed of com-
monsense dialogues created from a knowledge
graph and synthesized into natural language.
This dataset includes both valid and invalid re-
sponses to dialogue contexts, along with natu-
ral language feedback (NLF) for the invalid re-
sponses. The second contribution is a two-step
procedure: training a model to predict natural
language feedback (NLF) for invalid responses,
and then training a response generation model
conditioned on the predicted NLF, the invalid
response, and the dialogue.

SYNDICOM is scalable and does not require
reinforcement learning. Empirical results on
three tasks are evaluated using a broad range
of metrics. SYNDICOM achieves a relative im-
provement of 53% over ChatGPT on ROUGE-
1, and human evaluators prefer SYNDICOM
over ChatGPT 57% of the time. We will pub-
licly release the code and the full dataset.

1 Introduction

Conversational AI has witnessed rapid advance-
ments in recent years, largely due to the success
of large language models (LLMs) such as GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020). These advancements have
been driven by the notable achievements of mod-
els like ChatGPT, which is built upon InstructGPT
(Ouyang et al., 2022). InstructGPT was trained on
an extensive dataset of instructions for various lan-
guage tasks and was further enhanced using human
feedback and reinforcement learning (RL). Conse-
quently, research in conversational AI has shifted
towards leveraging large models trained on exten-
sive datasets, supplemented by human feedback.

While these models have consistently demon-
strated significant improvements in reasoning and
problem-solving capabilities, they still exhibit
flaws and issues. In many critical applications
of LLMs, the tolerance for errors in dialogue re-
sponses is exceedingly low. Addressing these prob-
lems remains challenging, primarily due to the
scarcity of data and the high cost associated with
human feedback. Recent research has started ex-
ploring alternative techniques beyond human feed-
back and RL, such as natural language feedback
(NLF) and self-correction (Saunders et al., 2022;
Scheurer et al., 2022; Welleck et al., 2022; Bai
et al., 2022b).

Furthermore, even with the progress made, large
models often generate hallucinations, underscoring
the ongoing importance of knowledge grounding.
One of the most demanding aspects of knowledge
grounding is commonsense knowledge. Recent
advancements in incorporating commonsense into
LLMs have utilized resources such as ConceptNet
(Speer et al., 2017) or ATOMIC (Sap et al., 2019).

This paper presents a method for improving com-
monsense dialogue responses by (1) replacing hu-
man feedback and RL with natural language re-
sponses and (2) leveraging recent knowledge graph
techniques to ground responses in commonsense
knowledge derived from ATOMIC. To address the
scarcity of data and the high cost of human feed-
back, the natural language feedback is elicited in
a manner that specifically targets the chosen error
types determined by the designer. This approach
significantly enhances the speed and quality of
model learning and refinement.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Development of a scalable method for syn-
thesizing knowledge-grounded data with error
injection and feedback.

• Release of a dataset rich in dialogues featur-
ing commonsense inferences, annotated with
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Figure 1: SYNDICOM Process. Left: dataset generation, Right: Improving commonsense in dialogue response
generation.

commonsense errors, and accompanied by
human-written feedback, which we refer to
as SYNDICOM.

• Description of a method for training both a
feedback generation model and a response
improvement model using natural language
feedback (NLF), and demonstration of the
superiority of this information-rich approach
over state-of-the-art RL methods using SYN-
DICOM.

2 Recent Work

The field of conversational AI has experienced a
surge of interest in commonsense reasoning in re-
cent years, with a significant focus on curating
datasets (Richardson and Heck, 2023). Concept-
Net (Speer et al., 2017) and ATOMIC (Sap et al.,
2019) have emerged as widely used resources for
dataset curation, establishing a de facto standard.
Several datasets serve as sources for the dialogues,
including DailyDialogue (Li et al., 2017), MuTual
(Cui et al., 2020), DREAM (Sun et al., 2019), and
the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015).

Our research lies at the intersection of two crit-

ical areas in conversational AI: the synthesis of
commonsense datasets and the training of models
using natural language feedback. These areas have
recently garnered significant research attention due
to their potential to enhance the ability of conversa-
tional agents to understand and respond to complex
human interactions with greater accuracy and con-
sistency. By leveraging the synergies between these
domains, our work aims to address the existing lim-
itations in conversational agents and pave the way
for more robust and effective conversational sys-
tems.

2.1 Commonsense Dataset Curation

In recent years, various datasets have been curated
specifically for commonsense reasoning. Ghosal et
al. (2021) introduced CIDER, a dialogue dataset
annotated with commonsense inferences, which
was later expanded with the more open-ended CI-
CERO (Ghosal et al., 2022). Some researchers
have focused on specific types of commonsense,
such as temporal commonsense (Qin et al., 2021)
and ethical commonsense (Ziems et al., 2022; Kim
et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2022). Others have concen-
trated on grounding dialogues in knowledge graphs
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(Zhou et al., 2021a; Moon et al., 2019).
These approaches rely on existing dialogue

datasets and often employ filtering strategies to
reduce dataset size. However, this reliance on exist-
ing datasets can limit the generalizability of meth-
ods to future problems. One potential solution to
the scarcity of large-scale annotated commonsense
knowledge datasets is the synthesis approach. Re-
cently, Kim et al. (2022) proposed SODA, a method
for procedurally generating social dialogues based
on a commonsense knowledge graph. They uti-
lized ATOMIC (Sap et al., 2019), which consists
of atomic facts in natural language form, to gener-
ate synthetic dialogues rich in commonsense in-
ferences. Their entirely procedural and highly
scalable approach generates dialogue data suitable
for training models that reason over commonsense
knowledge. Building upon this work, we present
SYNDICOM, a synthesis procedure and dataset that
expands on the ideas of SODA and incorporates
novel features crucial for our dialogue modeling
approach. More details about SYNDICOM are pro-
vided in Section 3.

2.2 Feedback and Response Improvement

The use of feedback to improve language mod-
els has recently garnered increased interest, with
most efforts focused on the application of reinforce-
ment learning (Stiennon et al., 2020; Zhou et al.,
2021b; Bai et al., 2022a,b). Reinforcement learn-
ing with human feedback (RLHF) is particularly
notable as it serves as the foundation for Instruct-
GPT (Ouyang et al., 2022), which paved the way
for ChatGPT. RLHF offers a flexible approach to
improving LLMs; however, it faces challenges in
terms of stability and efficiency inherent to RL.
Moreover, the low dimensionality of the reward
signal in RL (typically a scalar) severely limits the
learning rate.

A more information-rich approach than RL is the
use of natural language feedback (NLF). NLF has
been explored in several recent works. Scheurer et
al. (2022) investigated the use of human-written
NLF to train a dialogue response refinement model.
Saunders et al. (2022) demonstrated that LLMs
themselves can generate this feedback. Welleck et
al. (2022) developed a method to improve sequence
generation of LLMs by first generating a baseline
using an imperfect base generator and then cor-
recting the output using a second correction model.
The correction model incorporates feedback as part

of its input. However, the authors only demon-
strated the use of feedback provided by various
tools and APIs tailored to the specific tasks they
explored.

3 The SYNDICOM Method

Taking inspiration from recent NLF methods, this
paper presents a new approach called SYNDICOM.
This new approach combines the synthesis of com-
monsense dialogue data from a grounded knowl-
edge graph (ATOMIC) with an NLF response im-
provement approach to improve dialogue responses.
Figure 1 illustrates the two phase process.

3.1 SYNDICOM Dataset
The SYNDICOM dataset is created in a four step
process: (1) Auto-generate commonsense dialogue
templates, (2) Translate templates into natural lan-
guage dialogues, (3) Generate invalid responses
with error injection, and (4) Collect human-written
explanations for the invalid responses. Examples
from the SYNDICOM dataset are shown in Table
1. The GPT model we used for the steps in this
section was text −davinci−003. Statistics for the
dataset are shown in Table 2.

3.1.1 Generating Templates
Our approach generates commonsense-focused di-
alogue templates from a commonsense knowledge
base. For this study, we utilize ATOMIC (Hwang
et al., 2021). ATOMIC consists of inferences in the
form of Head relation−−−−→ Tail. Each head and tail is
a natural language description of a generic event,
emotional state, action, description, etc. Dialogue
templates are constructed by crawling through in-
ferences rooted at each head of ATOMIC and chain-
ing these inferences together to form multiple dia-
logue turns. The number of dialogue template turns
is uniformly and randomly chosen between 3 and
8.

3.1.2 Converting to Natural Language
Given the dialogue templates, the second step in
creating SYNDICOM converts the templates to nat-
ural language conversations. We explored sev-
eral methods, including crowdsourcing, but found
LLMs to be the most consistent and effective. We
used the GPT LLM (text-davinci-003) to generate
the natural language dialogues from the templates.
This was followed by in-context learning with 15
hand-written examples. The exact prompting used
is shown in detail in Appendix A.
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Template Synthesized Dialogue Explanation

PersonX refuses PersonY
↪→ PersonX is seen as: disagreeable
↪→ As a result, PersonX feels: annoyed and irritated
↪→ Before that, PersonX needed: thinks about it

Context
I refuse to do what you ask.
Why are you being so disagreeable?
I’m just annoyed and irritated.
Valid Response:
You should think about it before you say no.
Invalid Response:
You should think about it before you say yes.

Crowd Worker 1:
The other person already said no.
Crowd Worker 2:
The person did not say yes so this response was strange.

PersonX makes music
↪→ As a result, PersonX wants: to impress
↪→ PersonX is seen as: talented
↪→ As a result, PersonX will: gets asked to play something
↪→ Before that, PersonX needed: to carry their violin
↪→ PersonX wanted: they want to share their creativity

Context
I love making music.
You’re very talented!
Thanks. I just want to impress people with my playing.
I’m sure you will. Can you play something for me?
Of course! I always carry my violin with me.
Valid Response:
That’s great. I’m glad you want to share your creativity.
Invalid Response:
That’s awful. I don’t want to share my creativity.

Crowd Worker 1:
This contradicts with what was said about impressing people.
Crowd Worker 2:
They aren’t being asked to play. They asked the other person to play

Table 1: Example dialogues from SYNDICOM. Each dialogue context includes both valid and invalid responses, as
well as crowd worker-written explanations for the invalid response.

3.1.3 Error Injection

To elicit feedback on commonsense from crowd
workers, the SYNDICOM process starts by corrupt-
ing the valid dialogue responses so that they vio-
late commonsense reasoning. This provides crowd
workers with an easy target for their feedback. To
corrupt the dialogue responses, SYNDICOM takes
advantage of the commonsense dialogue inference
structure provided by ATOMIC. Given a common-
sense knowledge base K, a dialogue context C, and
response r from SYNDICOM, the response is im-
plied by commonsense from the context, or C K−→ r.
The response r is corrupted by replacing it with
the semantic opposite, r. We prompted GPT as
shown in Appendix A to acquire these semantic
opposites. The result is dialogues annotated with
commonsense contradictions of the form {C, r, r}.

3.1.4 Natural Language Feedback Acquisition

The dialogues with commonsense contradictions
are presented to crowd workers on the Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk platform. Each dialogue is shown
in the form of context and invalid responses, in-
forming them that the dialogues were generated by
an AI attempting to sound human. The crowd work-
ers were given instructions to review AI-generated
casual text message conversations and provide 1-2
sentences of natural language feedback on the di-
alogue, and the final turn in particular (the invalid
response). They were asked to be as specific as
possible in their feedback. The full instructions
and web interface given to the crowd workers can
be found in Appendix A.

To ensure the quality of the feedback, we used
only masters-level crowd workers from English-

speaking countries. This decision aimed to maxi-
mize the clarity and accuracy of the feedback pro-
vided. Each dialogue was evaluated by two crowd
workers independently, allowing for a more com-
prehensive understanding of the AI’s mistakes and
ensuring a diverse range of feedback.

With the addition of the feedback f , this com-
pletes the dataset synthesis part, resulting in anno-
tated dialogues of the form {C, r, f, r}.

3.2 SYNDICOM Dialogue Improvement
This section details the process of using natural
language feedback to correct latent errors in the
baseline conversational response. To begin, the dia-
logue response improvement problem is defined as
follows: given a dialogue context D and a response
rb, generated by some dialogue system or model,
produce an improved response r∗.

r∗ = argmax
r

p(r|D, rb) (1)

Dialogue response generation and improvement
has recently received considerable attention (Shah
et al., 2016; Nayak et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017,
2018; Weston et al., 2018). This problem is espe-
cially relevant today with large language models
(LLMs). While LLMs have recently reached a high
degree of fluency in dialogue, in some domains
they can be factually inaccurate. While these cases
are relatively infrequent, the tolerance for factual
errors for a number of important applications is
very low. In addition, these errors are difficult to
predict and/or automatically detect. This leads to
a problem of data sparsity that is difficult to over-
come for response improvement methods that rely
on training models.
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A method to partially mitigate the sparsity of
dialogue response errors is to artificially create in-
valid responses r via error injection (as described
in Section 3.1.3). This method will be called
SYNDICOM-DIRECT. Given the invalid response
r and the dialogue history D, a model is trained to
learn the optimal response r∗

r∗ = argmax
r

p(r|D, r). (2)

A second approach called SYNDICOM-NLHF
includes natural language human feedback (NLHF)
to explain the rationale for why the response r is
invalid and then conditions on this side rationale.

r∗ = argmax
r

p(r|D, r, f∗). (3)

As a comparison, we also implemented an ap-
proach called SYNDICOM-MULTISTEP. This ap-
proach breaks the inclusion of NLHF into two steps:
(1) train a feedback model on NLHF that predicts
the feedback critical of response r

f̂ = argmax
f

p(f |D, r). (4)

and (2) train a second model to produce an im-
proved dialogue response from the invalid response,
given the predicted feedback

r∗ = argmax
r

p(r|D, r, f̂). (5)

Both models used in this work are based on
OpenAI’s GPT-3.5, specifically text −davinci−003.
The models were fine-tuned through the OpenAI
API for GPT based models. The hyperparameters
used are listed in Table 3.

4 Experiments

In this section, we provide a detailed description
of the experiments conducted to evaluate our pro-
posed method, SYNDICOM. The experiments aim
to compare the direct prediction of the improved
response in Equation 2 (SYNDICOM-DIRECT) with
the response prediction when conditioned on natu-
ral language human feedback (NLHF) that explains
why the initial response is invalid (SYNDICOM-
NLHF). Additionally, we explore a multistep im-
plementation of NLHF (SYNDICOM-MULTISTEP).
We compare the performance of our method against
a ChatGPT baseline (gpt−3.5−turbo) using various
text generation metrics, such as ROUGE, BLEU,
SacreBLEU, BERTScore, and METEOR.

4.1 SYNDICOM-DIRECT

Our first experiment focused on the direct dialogue
improvement task, where the objective is to en-
hance a dialogue response based solely on the con-
text and an invalid response. No feedback, whether
human or generated, was involved in this task. This
optimization problem is described in Equation 2.

In order to prevent the model from simply learn-
ing to undo the error injection, we introduced noise
by rephrasing the invalid dialogues using an inde-
pendent ChatGPT instance. This rephrasing was
only performed at inference time and not during
training. The rephrasing prompt is available in
Appendix A.

4.2 SYNDICOM-MULTISTEP

Next, we explored the SYNDICOM-MULTISTEP

approach. As shown in Equations 4 and 5, we
first predicted feedback using the feedback model
and then improved the dialogue response using the
response improvement model. For the feedback
predictor, we trained a GPT-based model to gen-
erate feedback given a dialogue context and an
invalid response, as shown in Equation 4, using the
typical causal language modeling objective. We
evaluated the feedback generation model portion of
SYNDICOM-MULTISTEP separately and compared
it to ChatGPT. The prompt used for the baseline can
be found in Appendix A. Table 4 presents the re-
sults, demonstrating that our method outperformed
the baseline on all metrics.

Subsequently, we utilized the predicted feedback
along with the dialogue context and invalid re-
sponse to produce an improved dialogue response,
as shown in Equation 5. Similar to the SYNDICOM-
DIRECT experiments, we applied rephrasing to the
invalid responses at inference time. The baseline
model was explicitly instructed to first generate
feedback for the invalid response and then use that
feedback to guide its response improvement. Table
5 displays the results.

4.3 SYNDICOM-NLHF

The next experiment focused on enhancing dia-
logue responses using human feedback (Equation
3). Given a dialogue context, an invalid response,
and human feedback, the goal was to generate an
improved (valid) dialogue response. For this exper-
iment, we utilized the raw human-written feedback
from SYNDICOM and trained a separate GPT im-
provement model to generate valid responses. As
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Description Train Val Test

# Samples 16221 1709 1787
# Turns per template 5.21±1.42 5.26±1.42 5.23±1.42
# Turns per dialogue 5.18±1.36 5.21±1.36 5.18±1.32

Table 2: Statistics of our SYNDICOM dataset. # Dialogue turns includes the valid response (± indicates 1 std
deviation.). The splits were inherited from ATOMIC, the source of the templates.

Hyperparameter Value

Temperature 0.7
Max tokens 50
Top p 1.0
Frequency penalty 0
Presence penalty 0

Table 3: Hyperparameters used for GPT-3.5. The same
parameters were used for training and inference.

before, we applied inference-time rephrasing to the
invalid responses. Results are presented in Table
5 under SYNDICOM-NLHF. This version of our
method outperformed the others on all metrics.

4.4 Human Evaluation

In addition to our automated metric evaluations,
we conducted a human evaluation to assess the
effectiveness of response improvements through
generated feedback. This evaluation process mir-
rored the dialogue enhancement steps employed in
the experiment described in Section 3.2.

It is important to note that task assignments for
crowdworkers require explicit and precise defini-
tions, which often pose challenges in evaluating the
commonsense aspect through human intervention.
Existing human evaluations primarily focus on as-
sessing the accuracy of information or determining
the most preferred output from a set of alternatives.

With the emergence of advanced language mod-
els like ChatGPT, human evaluation has become
increasingly complex. This complexity arises from
the remarkably high-quality and naturally articu-
lated outputs generated by state-of-the-art models
such as ChatGPT.

In our study, we instructed crowdworkers that
an AI system was attempting to emulate human
conversation and generate dialogue responses that
align with commonsense understanding and fit the
given context. The workers were presented with
two distinct responses: a standard ChatGPT re-
sponse and our SYNDICOM response. Their task

was to select the response that appeared more
human-like and natural. The order of the responses
chosen was randomized.

Despite the impressive contextual relevance ex-
hibited by ChatGPT responses, our method gen-
erated the more favored response 56.5% of the
time, compared to ChatGPT’s 43.5% preference
rate. For further details on the interface provided
to the crowdworkers, please refer to Appendix A.

5 Discussion

In the Discussion section, we analyze the perfor-
mance of our proposed SYNDICOM method in con-
versational AI compared to the baseline model
ChatGPT. The results are summarized in Tables
4 and 5, where we observe that SYNDICOM out-
performs ChatGPT on all automatic metrics for
the feedback and dialogue response improvement
tasks.

Specifically, Table 5 provides a comparison be-
tween our direct and multi-step approaches to the
response improvement problem. Our multi-step
method outperforms the direct method on various
metrics such as ROUGE-1, BLEU, SacreBLEU,
and BERTScore, despite the simplicity of the error
typology used in the error injection during these
experiments. This indicates that the multi-step ap-
proach has the potential to achieve even better per-
formance when faced with more diverse error ty-
pologies, which we leave as an avenue for future
research.

One contributing factor to the superior perfor-
mance of the multi-step method is the additional
information encoded in the feedback model. The
feedback model is trained on human feedback, pro-
viding it with more contextual information com-
pared to the direct model, which is solely trained
on valid and invalid responses. Even in cases where
the direct model achieves slightly higher scores
in certain metrics, the differences are negligible.
Notably, BERTScore, which represents the most
comprehensive model-based metric utilized in our
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ChatGPT SYNDICOM

Metric Max Min Avg Max Min Avg

ROUGE1 0.204 0.123 0.163 0.315 0.185 0.250
ROUGE2 0.034 0.0078 0.0209 0.112 0.035 0.073
ROUGEL 0.150 0.093 0.122 0.248 0.144 0.196
BERTSCORE 0.863 0.853 0.858 0.883 0.866 0.874
SacreBLEU 2.546 1.533 2.039 6.697 2.907 4.802
BLEU 0.004 0.0001 0.0021 0.030 0.0041 0.0171
METEOR 0.197 0.129 0.163 0.279 0.158 0.219

Table 4: Performance in Feedback Generation performance of our method vs. baseline. SYNDICOM outperforms
the baseline on all metrics. Each dialogue was accompanied by two feedback responses, and scores were computed
for both independently. We show the max/min/avg over the two for each score and model.

ChatGPT SYNDICOM
Metric Direct NLHF Direct Multistep NLHF

ROUGE1 0.132 0.231 0.386 0.388 0.474
ROUGE2 0.029 0.081 0.174 0.172 0.246
ROUGEL 0.112 0.201 0.324 0.322 0.396
BLEU 0.008 0.031 0.117 0.125 0.168
METEOR 0.209 0.290 0.390 0.387 0.445
SacreBLEU 0.885 3.107 11.716 12.547 16.831
BERTScore 0.859 0.880 0.909 0.910 0.919

Table 5: Response Improvement comparing ChatGPT with our new SYNDICOM methods. ChatGPT-Direct is
fine-tuned to produce a valid response given only the invalid response, with no intermediate steps or feedback.
ChatGPT-NLHF is additionally conditioned on natural language human feedback (NLHF). SYNDICOM-DIRECT
is the model that optimizes Equation 2, SYNDICOM-MULTISTEP optimizes Equation 5, and SYNDICOM-NLHF
conditions on the same NLHF as used by the ChatGPT models. Bold text illustrates the highest score between all
methods that are not give NLHF, and italics indicate the highest scores among NLHF tasks. SYNDICOM outperforms
the baseline on all metrics for both tasks.

evaluation, further supports the argument in favor
of the multi-step approach with feedback genera-
tion.

When examining the NLHF columns in Table 5,
we observe that SYNDICOM demonstrates signifi-
cant improvement over ChatGPT for the response
improvement task when provided with human feed-
back for the invalid response. This scenario aligns
with use cases where feedback can be collected
for a dialogue system and subsequently used to
fine-tune and enhance the dialogue model. These
findings underscore the value of the SYNDICOM

method in continuous learning scenarios, particu-
larly those where feedback from end users is ac-
tively being collected.

Overall, SYNDICOM exhibits strong perfor-
mance compared to the state-of-the-art large lan-
guage model ChatGPT, despite both models being

based on the same underlying architecture (GPT-
3.5). It is worth noting that ChatGPT underwent
substantial reinforcement learning through human
feedback during its refinement process, making the
success of SYNDICOM even more noteworthy.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced SYNDICOM, a novel
method for enhancing commonsense reasoning in
dialogue response generation. By integrating a
commonsense dialogue synthesis approach with
targeted error injection, we tackled the challenge of
incorporating commonsense knowledge into con-
versational AI systems. Our method comprised two
key components: (1) a dataset consisting of valid
and invalid responses to dialogue contexts, along
with natural language feedback (NLF) for the in-
valid responses, and (2) a two-step procedure in-
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volving training a model to predict NLF for invalid
responses, followed by training a response genera-
tion model conditioned on the predicted NLF, the
invalid response, and the dialogue.

A notable advantage of SYNDICOM is its
scalability and independence from reinforcement
learning techniques, which are commonly em-
ployed in previous methods utilizing human feed-
back. Through comprehensive empirical evalua-
tions across three tasks, we demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of our approach using a diverse range of
metrics. Notably, SYNDICOM outperformed Chat-
GPT on all metrics for both the dialogue improve-
ment tasks, with and without human feedback.

To facilitate further research and practical adop-
tion, we plan to release the code implementation of
SYNDICOM as well as the complete dataset utilized
in this work. By making these resources openly
accessible, we aim to encourage collaboration and
promote advancements in commonsense reasoning
for dialogue systems.

Limitations and Future Work

There are a few areas of limitation in this work.
First, all the dialogues generated were based on
templates synthesized from ATOMIC triplets. The
domain is thus limited to the material contained
in ATOMIC. Second, the procedural generation
technique, while scaleable, inevitably introduces
structure within the data that can be exploited by
statistical models (including deep neural nets and
language models). This is why the feedback gen-
eration task is particularly crucial, because the ex-
planations are human-written and thus avoid such
a limitation.

Our experiments demonstrate our method of im-
proving baseline dialogue responses that have been
corrupted with error injection. This has the advan-
tage of scale and targeting specific error modes that
may be observed with LLMs, but the invalid re-
sponses in SYNDICOM do not themselves represent
errors actually made by LLMs. A larger scale study
could involve a data collection of errors and mis-
takes made by an LLM to demonstrate our method
in improving baseline dialogue responses, but this
approach would not lend itself to scale as any par-
ticular type of error made by state-of-the-art LLMs
will likely be very rare. A more scaleable approach
might be to develop a more comprehensive error
typology and injection scheme, which we leave to
future work.

In future work, a more comprehensive error
topology could be explored, along with a more
substantial human evaluation, to explore the gen-
eralizability of the proposed method. This work
focused on commonsense errors, but other errors
that are observed in large language models could
be explored in further analysis like mathematical
reasoning, humor and sarcasm, etc.
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Task Prompt

Direct You will be given a dialogue context and a baseline response. Your
job is to improve that baseline response. Always write the improved
response last and prefix it with ’Improved Response:’

NLHF You will be given a dialogue context and a baseline response. Your
job is to improve that baseline response. Do so by first generating
feedback for that response, as if it was written by an AI and you are
critiquing it, and then produce the improved response. Always write
the improved response last and prefix it with ’Improved Response:’

Feedback Generation You are shown a synthetic dialogue written by an AI. The dialogue
is intended to sound like a natural text message conversation be-
tween two people. The AI is imperfect and makes mistakes. You
are asked to provide feedback to the AI to improve its dialogue
generation. You are given a few dialogue turns, followed by a
Baseline Response. Please give 1-2 sentences of feedback for the
baseline response, and please be specific!

Table 6: Prompts used for ChatGPT baselines

Figure 2: GPT-3 Prompt used for creating invalid dialogue responses from valid responses.
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Figure 3: ChatGPT prompt used for rephrasing invalid dialogue responses.
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Figure 4: Mechanical Turk interface used for acquiring feedback for dialogue responses. Each dialogue was given
feedback by two independent crowdworkers.

Figure 5: Mechanical Turk interface used for human evaluation. Each dialogue response pair was evaluated by two
workers independently. Templates are shown instead of examples in order to fit the page.


